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These lectures will address the key role played by formal modelling and verification in systems
engineering. Modelling may be used at all stages of the development process from requirements
analysis to system acceptance testing. Formal modelling and verification lead to deeper under-
standing and higher consistency of specification and design than informal or semi-formal methods.
In order to manage system complexity, abstraction, refinement and decomposition of formal mo-
dels are key methods for structuring the formal modelling effort since they support separation
of concerns and layered reasoning. A refinement approach means that models and compositions
of models represent different abstraction levels of system design; consistency between abstraction
levels is ensured by formal verification.

The lectures will use the Event-B formal modelling language and the associated Rodin toolset for
Event-B. Event-B is a state-based formal method for system-level modelling and analysis. The
key features of Event-B are the use of set theory as a modelling notation, the use of refinement to
represent systems at different abstraction levels and the use of mathematical proof to verify the
consistency between refinement levels. The Rodin Platform is an Eclipse-based IDE for Event-
B that provides effective support for refinement and mathematical proof. The platform is open
source, contributes to the Eclipse framework and is further extendable with plugins.

The lectures will be structured as follows:

• System abstraction and model refinement

• Role of proof and tools in Event-B modelling

• Structuring refinement

• Decomposing models

• Implementing models

Relevant case studies will be used to exemplify the techniques.
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